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                                                                               HARNESSES - 1 / 3           Please call for current pricing.

SERIES:  Base Wear - 310 lb. Rated

Provides best-in-class performance in an entry level harness.  Designed for adjustability and universal fit, Base Wear features
lightweight hardware and bright colors for worker visibility on the jobsite.  Rear dorsal D-ring is made from high quality alloy steel for
strength and durability, and has an adjustable pad for worker convenience and fit.  Slotted pass-through buckle available on chest
and leg straps.

STYLE:  Standard SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Universal / One Size - H411002 / 965190 $xx.xx

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Impact indicators and label protector make inspection easier
• Sliding back D-ring for adjustability
• Slotted pass through buckles on chest and leg straps fasten without twisting
• Universal fit with 5-points of adjustment.

STYLE:  Standard w/ Tongue Leg SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Universal / One Size  -  H412002 / 855444 $xx.xx

ADDED FEATURE
• Identical to the above hardness with Tongue buckle leg straps, ideal when

multiple workers use the same harness.

STYLE:  Standard w/ (2) D-Rings SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Universal / One Size  -  H432002 / 855445 $xx.xx

ADDED FEATURE
• Identical to the above hardness with Back & Hip D-Rings.
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                                                                              HARNESSES - 2 / 3                 

SERIES: Lite Fit - 310 lb. Rated

FEATURES
• Built in Relief Handles provide immediate relief after a fall arrest allowing you to reach a gravity override seated position
• Multiple impact indicators make inspection easier
• Sliding back D-ring for adjustability
• Slotted pass through buckles on the chest strap fastens without twisting, also makes it ideal when more than one worker may

use the same harness
• Tongue buckle leg straps are ideal when multiple workers use the same harness
• 5-point adjustments for optimal fit.  Meets ANSI z359.11 Standard for Full Body Harnesses.

STYLE:  Standard SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Small
H312001
#855429

M - L
H312002
#855431

XL
H312004
#855438

XXL
H312005
#855443

$xx.xx

SERIES:  Blue Armor, Standard - 400 lb. Rated

FEATURES
• Built in Relief Handles + Neck Padding provide immediate relief after a fall arrest allowing you to reach a gravity override

seated position
• WebAlert™ inspectable webbing makes wear and damage visible and obvious, and with multiple impact indicators, makes

inspection easier
• Lightweight, form fitting padding with breathable compression interior is designed to protect user and prevent tangling when

donning
• Quick connect buckles on chest.  Tongue buckle leg straps are ideal when multiple workers use the same harness
• 5-point adjustments for optimal fit.  Meets ANSI z359.11 Standard for Full Body Harnesses

STYLE:  Standard SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Small
H112001
#855397

M - L
H112002
#855413

XL
H112004
#855415

XXL
H112005
#855417

$xxx.xx

SERIES:  Blue Armor, Construction - 400 lb. Rated

ADDED FEATURE
• Identical to the above hardness with Back & Hip D-Rings.

STYLE:  Construction SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

M - L
H132102
#855419

XL
H132104
#855421

XXL
H132105
#855422

$xxx.xx
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                                                HARNESSES - 3 / 3                 

SERIES:  Pro Form- 400 lb. Rated

Athletically styled and constructed with Quick Connect Legs and lightweight materials — delivers maximum comfort and unrelenting
safety performance.  In the event of a fall, simply pull the patented Relief Cords to deploy the built-in seat and achieve the Gravity
Override position reducing the potential hazards of suspension trauma.  ProForm™ F3 delivers Function, Fit and Freedom. 
Functional features are the post-fall performance with the relief cords and the new dual back pad system which can be repositioned
after a fall to reduce pressure on the clavicle.  New WebAlert™2 adds a weather resistant coating to inspectable webbing.  The
addition of an integrated SRL bumper protects the lower back when wearing personal SRLs.  Fit features include cam torso
adjustment, quick connect buckles with indicator and new roll down torso web keepers for convenient storage of excess web.
Freedom features are the lightweight material and design throughout the harness, minimizing contact points to promote airflow and
maximize comfort.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Durable and convenient label pack keeps product labels protected from the elements and allows for personalization
• The SRL bumper protects the lower back from frequent and nuisance contact when wearing personal SRLs
• Aluminum Cam Torso provides easy adjustment for ultimate fit
• Aluminum Quick Connect buckles include green indicator for visual sign of proper engagement
• Innovative roll down torso web keepers allow convenient excess web storage
• Focused padding minimizes weight and bulk, while inner compression layer reduces contact points and promotes airflow
• Meets ANSI z359.11 Standards for Full Body Harnesses.

STYLE:  Standard SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Small
H013001
#883577

M - L
H013002
#883582

XL
H013004
#883584

XXL
H013005
#883592

$xxx.xx

SERIES:  Pro Form, Construction - 400 lb. Rated

ADDED FEATURE
• Identical to the above hardness with Tongue buckle leg straps.

STYLE:  Construction SIZE  -  P/N PRICE

Small
H032101
#883599

M - L
H032102
#883610

XL
H032104
#883619

XXL
H032105
#883624

$xxx.xx
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                                                       LANYARDS                        

6' Decoil Lanyard, Single Leg, 1" Web, 3/4" Snap Hook, 310 lb Capacity

Energy absorbing device designed for controlled tearing action to reduce fall arrest force.  Unique
wear indicating polyester webbing allows for easy inspection and provides durability that will last.
The snap hook is designed to prevent false engagement.

                                                                                     P/N:  C311100  |  855451          PRICE:  $xx.xx

12' Decoil Lanyard, Single Leg, 1" Web, 3/4" Snap Hook, 400 lb Capacity

12ft Free Fall / 400lb Lanyard is a dual purpose product for heavy duty applications.  The extra thick
DeCoil shock pack is designed to allow a foot level tie-off for 12ft free fall for a 310lb person.
Alternatively, the C311120 lanyard can be used for workers up to 400lb by limiting free fall to 6 ft.

P/N:  C311120  |  850516          PRICE:  $xx.xx

ADDITIONAL FEATURES   
• Heavy Duty shock pack designed for a foot level tie-off or 12ft free fall
• Capacity up to 400lb worker by limiting fall to 6ft or ensuring tie-off point no lower than D-ring
• WebAlert inspectable polyester webbing makes wear and damage visible and obvious, making inspection easier, while

providing durability that will last
• Werner Snap Hook gate strength of 3600lb.  Meets ANSI and OSHA requirements
• 12ft Free Fall use limits arrest force to 1,350lb and arrest distance to 60in
• 400lb use limits arrest force to 1,800lb and arrest distance to 48 inches.

6' Decoil Lanyard, Stretch, Single Leg, 3/4" Snap Hook, 310 lb Capacity

6ft DeCoil Stretch Single Leg Lanyard features the DCELL Shock Pack, a deceleration device
designed for controlled tearing action to reduce fall arrest forces.  The elastic webbing contracts the
lanyard length from 6ft to 4ft, reducing the hazards of tripping, dragging, or snagging.  The snap
hook is designed to prevent false engagement.
                                                                                     P/N:  C341100  |  855455          PRICE:  $xx.xx

6' Absorbing Stretch Lanyard, Single Leg, 3/4" Snap Hook, 310 lb Capacity

SoftCoil lanyard features an energy absorbing inner core that uses the entire length of the lanyard to
absorb the energy of a fall and reduce the arresting forces on a user.  An integrated impact indicator
provides obvious warning to the user when the lanyard has been in a fall.  The snap hook is
designed to prevent false engagement.

P/N:  C351100  |  932073          PRICE:  $xx.xx

6' Energy Stretch Lanyard, Twin Leg, 3/4" Snap Hook, 310 lb Capacity

Features the DCELL Shock Pack, a deceleration device designed for controlled tearing action to
reduce fall arrest forces.  The elastic webbing contracts the lanyard length from 6ft to 4ft, reducing
the hazards of tripping, dragging, or snagging.  The snap hook is designed to prevent false
engagement.  Twin leg design for 100% tie-off, allowing the user to safely move from one location to
another.  

P/N:  C441100  | 855464          PRICE:  $xx.xx

6' Energy Stretch Lanyard, Twin Leg, Rebard Snap Hook, 310 lb Capacity

Features the DCELL Shock Pack, a deceleration device designed for controlled tearing action to
reduce fall arrest forces.  The elastic webbing contracts the lanyard length from 6ft to 4ft, reducing
the hazards of tripping, dragging, or snagging.  The snap hook is designed to prevent false
engagement.  Twin leg design for 100% tie-off, allowing the user to safely move from one location to
another.  

P/N:  C441200  | 855456          PRICE:  $xx.xx
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                                                                               RETRACTABLES                    

SERIES:  5300 Series

Self-Retracting Personal Lifeline - provides durable performance in a compact size.  Rugged aluminum housing protects an internal
braking mechanism that keeps fall arrest distance < 36 in.  Available in 7 ft and 11 ft lengths of tough Dyneema webbing, the 5300
Series offers a range of lifeline hook options and the 7 ft model can be combined into a twin-leg model with an adaptor carabiner for
100% tie-off applications.

Model No Life Line Length Anchorage Connector Life Line Connector Price

R530007
#855516

7' Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx

R530007-R
#855519

7' Carabiner Rebar Hook $xxx.xx

R530011
#855530

11' Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx

R530011-R
#855531

11' Carabiner Rebar Hook $xxx.xx

R531007
#855522

7' Twin Leg Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx

R531007-R
#855526

7' Twin Leg Carabiner Rebar Hook $xxx.xx
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SERIES:  4300 Bantam Series

Compact Self-Retracting Lifeline provides lightweight safety in the palm of your hand.  At just over 2 lbs per unit, the Bantam can be
connected at the users back without causing fatigue.  As an ANSI Class A device, Bantam is ideal for low clearance applications
and accomplishes this while keeping the average arrest forces to < 900 lbs.  Available in 6 ft length and constructed with tough
Dyneema/Polyester webbing, Bantam offers a range of lifeline hook options and can be combined into a twin-leg model with an
adapter carabiner for 100% tie-off applications. 

Model No Life Line Length Anchorage Connector Life Line Connector Price

R430006
#855477

6 Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx

R430006-R
#855482

6 Carabiner Rebar Hook $xxx.xx

R431006
#855485

6' Twin Leg Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx

R431006-R
#855487

6' Twin Leg Carabiner Rebar Hook $xxx.xx

SERIES:  Auto Coil Series

AutoCoil Self Retracting Life Lines provides safe, reliable protection for workers while also allowing for more freedom of movement
around the jobsite.  The lifeline extends and retracts automatically during typical use, but a brake activates in the event of a fall,
stopping the worker in a short distance while limiting fall arrest forces.  Designed to enhance safety performance and productivity,
AutoCoil features impact resistant housing to protect the working components in a compact, lightweight package.  Unit includes a
swivel top for anchorage connection and an impact indicator through the snap hook or web stitch.  AutoCoil features recessed
labels and ID Tags to ensure critical information remains with the unit for inspection.

Model No Life Line Length
Housing Connector

Anchorage Connector
Life Line Connector Price

R210020
#17582

Galvanized Steel
Cable, 20'

Carabiner Swivel Snap $xxx.xx

R230011
#58070

Web, 11' Carabiner Snap Hook $xxx.xx
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                                                                 ANCHOR CONNECTORS             

Concrete Anchor, Re-Useable

Lightweight, easy to use bolt providing convenient anchorage in concrete.  Requires a pre-drilled
hole of 3/4" x 3" depth in 3000 psi concrete.  It can be used in any direction as a fall protection
anchor and is reusable with its easy to insert and remove design.  

P/N:  A510000  |  855644          PRICE:  $xxx.xx

I-Beam Sliding Anchor

Adjustable clamp which attaches to I-Beam flanges and slides along the beam as the user moves.
The aluminum design fits beam flanges from 3.5" to 14" x 1.25" thickness.  Easy to adjust in and
out and its design moves smoothly along the beam. 

P/N:  A550000  |  855710          PRICE:  $xxx.xx

3/4" Carabiner

Carabiners are a versatile connecting option for securely attaching lanyards or lifelines to anchorages, gate
rated to 3600 lbs. 

P/N:  A100301  |  855646          PRICE:  $xx.xx

2" Carabiner

Carabiners are a versatile connecting option for securely attaching lanyards or lifelines to anchorages, gate
rated to 3600 lbs.

P/N:  A100303  |  855664          PRICE:  $xx.xx

Cross Arm Straps

Made with durable polyester webbing, the A1110 Series Cross Arm Straps are designed to be wrapped around structures to create
a secure anchor point.  These anchors feature a D-ring sized to pass through an O-ring for convenient, quick, and easy anchor
solutions.

Model No Strap Length Price

A111003
#855572

36" $xx.xx

A111004  
#855576

48" $xx.xx

A111006
#855584

6' $xx.xx

A111008 
#855589

8' $xx.xx

PLATED STEEL ROOF ANCHOR with D-RING

Reusable, pivoting design for easy handling, installation, removal and storage.  It is meant for
temporary use on wood rooftops and fits up to 12/12 roof pitch.  Features a versatile D-ring for easy
connections.  It is made of weather resistant plated steel and fasteners are included.  Use only 3" #12
hex head screws to install the anchor (6 per leg into the rafters and sheathing).  Install all 12 screws.
 

P/N:  A210400  |  855570          PRICE:  $xx.xx
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                                                                                COMPLIANCE KITS             

Aerial Kit

Includes Standard Base Wear Harness (universal fit), 6' Decoil Lanyard and convenient tool bag. 
Typically used with aerial lifts.  

P/N:  K121013  |  855563          PRICE:  $xx.xx

Roofing Kit

Contains all of the necessary products for safety and fall protection code compliance.
Easy to use and install on a wide range of roof pitches.  Equipped as follows:

• H412002 1 Base Wear Standard Hardness with Back D-Ring, Universal Fit
• L201050 1 50ft 5/8in Poly-dac Vertical Lifeline
• L210101 1 3ft Manual Rope Adjuster with Shock Absorbing Lanyard for 5/8" Rope
• A210400 1 Plated Steel Roof Anchor with D-Ring

Packaged in waterproof bucket.  
P/N:  K112201  |  855566          PRICE:  $xxx.xx

Aerial Kit

Includes Base Wear Harness (universal fit) with Tongue Buckle Legs, 6' Soft Coil Lanyard and
convenient tool bag.  Typically used with aerial lifts.  

P/N:  K122023  |  882115          PRICE:  $xxx.xx

Aerial Kit

Includes Standard Base Wear Harness (universal fit), 6' Decoil Dual Leg Lanyard and convenient tool
bag.  Typically used with aerial lifts.  

P/N:  K121043  |  855565          PRICE:  $xxx.xx
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                                                                                   ACCESSORIES                  

Small Duffy Bag, 12" x 8"

Made of durable construction and includes zipper and convenient carrying handles.  Convenient size for
harness and lanyard combinations. 

P/N:  K120000  |  906763          PRICE:  $xx.xx

18" D-Ring Extender

18" webbing, snap hook at one end, D-ring at the other end.  Extension allows for easier connection to
harness.  The additional 18 inches of webbing is accounted for in fall clearance calculations. 

P/N:  M010000  |  955371         PRICE:  $xx.xx

Tool Tether, 30" - 50"

Helps protect your tools, property and the workers below by providing a secure connection point for
hand tools.  The tether is stretch cord surrounded by durable webbing, 30" long when retracted and
extending to 50".  Includes a carabineer and drawstring connection points to attach the tether to a work
belt or harness.  The tether can hold a maximum working load of 15lb.

P/N:  M400003  |  855655        PRICE:  $x.xx

Suspension Trauma Relief Strap

Attaches to any harness, designed to help relieve the discomfort of prolonged suspension
after a fall arrest.  The two piece design provides for quick and easy adjustment to fit
users of all size and is transferable from one harness to the next. 

P/N: T320000  |  60892         PRICE:  $xx.xx

50' x 5/8" Vertical Life Line

Polyester-polypropylene blend, 5/8" diameter, 3-strand rope lifelines has the strength needed on the
job, while remaining lightweight and providing a comfortable grip and chafe protection for the user.  The
lifeline includes a snap hook at one end. 

P/N:  L201050  |  855629         PRICE:  $xx.xx
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                                                                                 CONFIDED SPACE              

7' Aluminum Tripod

High strength aluminum tripod allows for lifting and
lowering of personnel and materials into confined
spaces from above.  Lightweight design allows for
quick installation and tear down.  The Tripod extends
from 70" - 84" in height and installs over openings up
to 80" in diameter.  The head of the Tripod includes
two 5/8" forged steel eye bolts that are used for the
direct connection of fall arrest and rescue subsystems. 
The aluminum feet on the tripod have rubber skid pads
and a safety chain to help prevent the legs from
spreading apart.  Includes carry bag.  See subsystems
below.

P/N:  T100009  |  18884          PRICE:  $x,xxx.xx

Tripod Subsystems

60' Material Hoist

Capable of raising and lowering loads of up to 450 pounds.  Equipped with 60 ‘ 3/16" diameter galvanized
steel cable.  Requires the T510000B bracket for mounting to the tripod.  

P/N:  T510045  |  18894          PRICE:  $x,xxx.xx

Mounting Bracket - for 60' Material Hoist

Attaches to any leg of the tripod, accepts the above 60' Material Hoist Winch #T510045.

P/N:  T210060B  |  18893          PRICE:  $xxx.xx

Self-Retracting Lifeline with Rescue Capability 

Mounts to the leg of the tripod creating a quick and simple setup to allow personnel to vertically enter into a
confined space.  Designed for a single user with a capacity up to 310 pounds total working weight.  3'16"
diameter galvanized steel cable x 60' length.  When tested to the requirements of the ANSI Z359.14
standard for Class B for SRLs, the 3-Way SRL-R has an average arrest force of less than 900 pounds and
a maximum arrest distance of 54 inches. 

P/N:  T210060  |  18892          PRICE:  $x,xxx.xx

Mounting Bracket - for Self-Retracting Lifeline

Attaches to any leg of the tripod, accepts the above Self-Retracting Lifeline #T210060.  

P/N:  T510060B  |  18890          PRICE:  $xxx.xx                                              
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